LIVING PLANT IMMUNITY

INTRODUCING LIVING PLANT IMMUNITY:
The revolutionary natural technology for pig digestive health.
YES, THERE IS AN ALTERNATIVE!
The active ingredients in Grazix technology are based on living plant immunity. A complex system primarily based
on polyphenols, naturally found in most plants, and extracted through our patented processes, is bio-activated by
enzymes indicative of cellular damage in the animals’ digestive tract. The bio-active polyphenols are thousands of
times more potent than other natural feed additives, while remaining as safe as food, since they are used in
concentrations similar to those naturally found in living plant cells. They have been proven safe and effective in
numerous studies conducted around the world. Consider the following examples of summary results:
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In a study conducted in the US,
40 litters (over 500 piglets) at 3
sow farms were monitored and
at the first sign of scour, a single
serving of Grazix supplement
was administered; the time to
resolution was then recorded.
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Results: 83% of all piglets under
8 days of age had their scour
resolved with one administration,
no later than the next day.
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In a study conducted in the Netherlands, 43,745
piglets in 20 farms were monitored for incidence of
scour and mortality for up to 3 months, with either
antibiotics provided, or with Grazix supplement
added to the water for just one day (and no
antibiotics given).
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Results: The mean percent mortality of piglets
after administration of antibiotics (N=21,717) was
21%; with Grazix supplement (N=22,028) it was
11%. Difference in means is p<0.0001.
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Our technical support staff are ready to share with you many more such examples of results of these strictly
monitored studies, that point to the safety and efficacy of this remarkable nature-based technology.
Please contact Grazix Animal Health, Inc. at 888-510-5568 or at info@grazix.com for more details on how Grazix
technology works, how it has been tested, and how it may help your production environment.
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